Spatial Reasoning
What is it?
In mathematics education, spatial reasoning is considered to be an emergent
phenomenon. Spatial reasoning is based in dynamic processes with a focus on mental
understanding and physical transformation. It is comprised of many elements and the
current research in this area is looking at the interaction of these elements. Some “math
verbs” associated with the elements of spatial reasoning include:
de/re/composing
perspective-taking
sliding
re/arranging
locating
rotating
relating
intersecting
reflecting
mapping
transforming
balancing
symmetrizing
scaling
imagining
visualizing
folding
comparing
In Taking Shape, the Canadian authors offer five key areas as their focus for spatial
reasoning:
• symmetry: when one of two shapes are slid, flipped or turned and matches the
second shape exactly – two main types reflection (line) and rotational symmetry
• transforming: predicting what a shape, image or object will look like after it is
flipped or rotated, conduct physical or mental transformations
• composing and decomposing 2D images and 3D objects: identifying shapes
within shapes, composing a shape from two more smaller shapes
• locating, orienting, mapping and coding: placement or position of objects in
space and understanding the relationships between those positions, 2D
representations of 3D space, sequences of numbers and symbols to communicate an
action or instruction
• perspective-taking: the ability to picture in your mind a perspective other than
your own (bug’s eye view, bird’s eye view), visualizing change in perspectives
There are significant intellectual processes that contribute to spatial reasoning:
• visualization
• mental rotation
• visual-spatial working memory
• information processing
• spatial language
• gestures
As well as spatial reasoning, terms such as
spatial sense and spatial thinking are also
commonly used in teachers’ resources.

Why is it important?

Spatial reasoning in young children is an indicator of future overall school success, as well as more
specifically, literacy and numeracy (multiple research studies across disciplines including Duncan et al,
2007 – cited in Davis, 2015). It is not a pre-determined trait but is something that is malleable and can
be learned. Spatial reasoning and geometry are foundational to disciplines such as astronomy,
architecture, art, geography, biology and geology and is an essential part of STEM/STEAM education
and future careers.

What to think about?
•

•
•
•

•

Provide students with opportunities to notice, manipulate and play with various blocks and
materials, noticing and describing the attributes of the materials such as colour, size, shapes
and numbers of vertices, or straight or curved edges or sides, as well as describing the process
of working spatially with the materials such as focusing on balance, movement, location,
position and orientation.
Look at materials, story settings and maps from different perspectives – birds’ eye view and
bugs’ eye view.
Along with rich visual-spatial images and materials, be mindful of nurturing the intellectual
processes that will contribute to spatial reasoning such as visualization, mental rotation, and
using gestures.
Provide students with examples of shapes in both found (balls, paper towel rolls, etc) and
geometric (3D solids, pattern blocks, etc) forms. During class discussions or small group work,
elicit descriptions of shapes, focusing on the shape’s properties instead of just
naming/identifying the shape, using mathematical vocabulary to support students’ thinking.
For example, terms like faces, edges, vertices, curves, lines, and angles should be infused into
the visual-spatial math talk in the classroom. Introduce terms that will support mathematical
discourse when of interest to the students – terms such as parallel, intersecting, rotating, etc are
compelling to students regardless of whether they are indicated in the learning standards for
the grade/s you are working with.
A variety of both two-dimensional and three-dimensional shapes need to be provided for
students to explore. Shapes that are able to be manipulated such as nets or skeletons of threedimensional shapes help students to see and feel how 2D shapes “live” in 3D shapes.

What to do?
Gather students together to share a construction made of three to five 3D geometric shapes/solids and ask
students: What do you notice? Listen for the spatial language and gestures the students are using and look for
evidence of visualizing and perspective-taking.
Ask students to consider: What shapes do you see? How do you see them? Where do you see shapes in shapes?
What new shapes have been made with shapes? What different ways can you look at this?
After this opening, students could move to investigating materials with the focus on thinking about spatial
relationships with the prompt: What can you find out about shapes? Different types of materials could be
presented, including both mathematically structured materials and other natural or found materials. Suggested
materials include pattern blocks, origami paper and scissors, drawing paper, rulers and pencils, geoboards and
elastic bands, twigs, repurposed boxes and paper tubes or containers, mirrors, magna tiles, building blocks,
leaves, flowers and other found materials. After time to investigate the materials, bring students back together
to share their findings and what they are now wondering about shapes.

Mathematical Big Idea: We can describe, measure and compare spatial relationships.
(BC K-9 Mathematics Curriculum)

Some examples of spatial reasoning provocations include:
What stories live in these shapes?
How are these shapes alike and different?
What 2D shapes live in objects in our world?
What is the relationship between 2D and 3D shapes?
How can you combine shapes to make new shapes?
What shapes live in this shape?
Where do you see shapes/symmetry in your world?
How could you create a map of this place?
How does visualizing help you make sense of the
world?

What to look for?

Provide each student in a small group with the same five building blocks (mixture of prisms, one with a
curve and at least two that can combine together to make prism) and ask them to describe and
compare two of them.
What mathematical language do students use to describe the blocks? Do they see shapes within
the shapes – composing or decomposing either in 2D or 3D forms?
Using the same five building blocks yourself, build a symmetrical tower or structure with the blocks
and ask students to build the same tower and describe it.
Are students able to replicate your tower? What do you notice about their process? Do they move
their bodies or the blocks while building? How do they use perspective to help them? Do they
demonstrate a sense of symmetry? Do students use positional language to describe their towers?
Ask students to build another tower of their own design and record a 2D drawing of their tower.
From what perspective do students draw their tower? Do students make connections between 2D
and 3D shapes? If prompted, are they able to draw it from a different perspective?

What next?

1) If a student is developing their spatial thinking, reduce the complexity of the task by reducing the
number of shapes or materials involved, start the task by placing one of the blocks or materials
yourself and take turns with the student providing support as needed, and use different tools such as
mirrors, folding paper and different types of materials to engage and interest students.
2) If a student is fluent and confident, extend the tasks by having students use two different materials
and compare them, consider different lines of symmetry such as horizontal and diagonal, increase the
complexity or number of specifications for design or building challenges, have students record their
constructions using different sizes of grid paper (to play with scale), and create gameboards or maps
that embed shapes and position.
Further information about ways to support all learners with each area of spatial reasoning is included
in Taking Shape under the sections Supporting Learners and Extensions and Variations.
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Connections
As adults, we use spatial reasoning throughout our day as we navigate walking, cycling
or driving, playing games such as checkers or chess, parallel parking, laying tiles, doing
puzzles, sewing or playing sports. For young children, spatial reasoning is a part of their
days as they play games and sports, build with blocks or lego, draw or paint pictures,
engage with text or maps or navigate the playground. When considering mathematical
practices from cultures around the world, Bishop (1988) identified the activities of
locating and designing that focus on spatial reasoning.
Technology
There are many web applications and apps that provide dynamic imagery as well as virtual
manipulatives.
Math Learning Center (mathlearningcenter.org): web-based, Android and iOS apps include Geoboard
and Pattern Shapes
Symmetry Lab app
desmos.com and desmos app for playing with transformations
Colour Tiles by mathies (app)
Interactive Geometry 3D Shapes - https://www.learner.org/interactives/geometry/prisms/
Students may also use devices such as iPad technology to take photographs of their designs or
constructions so that they can be printed out for others to engage with. Students can also use an app
like Book Creator to take photographs and then narrate “instructions” or questions such as “How many
lines of symmetry do you see? for their classmates.

Children’s Books
Looking Down by Steve Jenkins
Seeing Symmetry by Loreen Leedy
The Shape of Things by Dayle Ann Dodds
Shapes, Reshape! by Silvia Borando
Changes, Changes by Pat Hutchins
Lucy in the City: A Story about Developing Spatial Skills by Julie Dillemuth

Which One Doesn’t Belong? by Christopher Danielson
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